Girls at Summer Camp – What to expect

Girl troops will be camping in tents, adult females with other adult females...youth females with youth females.

Boy troops will be camping in tents, adult males with other adult males...youth boys with youth boys.

Girl troops/dens, might be sharing a campsite with their “linked” troop or other dens from their pack. That’s up to each individual troop/pack. With newly formed girl troops there might be a need to share campsites, so they can easily share equipment, gear and or leadership. Girl troops need to ensure the female adult ratio is met with at least 2 female leaders IF girls are attending camp.

The logistics of how boy and girl troop/pack genders are split up and separated in the campsite are totally up to that unit. Each campsite has enough space to work out these logistics.

Cabin camping is a little different scenario, but with resident camp only having tent camping it’s not an issue. Cabin camping in the off season can be accommodated by simply hanging a sheet to separate both genders for privacy.

Boys and girls will be doing all the same activities, and likely will be participating at the same time.

Swimming attire for all Scouting participants: Swimsuits should be comfortable, functional and modest. For males, swim trunks or board shorts are appropriate. Tight fitting swim briefs or swim bottoms short enough to allow exposure are not allowed. For females, bikinis are not allowed. Modest tankinis or one-piece swimsuits are appropriate.

All camp shower houses will all have a solution to accommodate the separate facilities for: adult Male, adult female, youth female, and youth male

Camp latrines will be outfitted with an adjustable sign that can be changed for male or female when in use.